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Investment Style: Large-Cap Value
Portfolio Manager: Brad Hinton, CFA

The Value Fund’s Institutional Class returned +15.42% for the first quarter compared to +14.00% for the Russell 1000. For the fiscal year, the
Fund’s Institutional Class returned +9.32% compared to +9.30% for the Russell 1000. Fund investors enjoyed a very strong finish to an allaround solid fiscal year.
One of our core investing beliefs is that human behavior and market sentiment are more volatile than intrinsic business values. This tenet has
been on full display in the past nine months. Two quarters ago, we wrote about it being the “best of times” for domestic equity investors. Last
quarter, we wrote about a late 2018 environment where almost all stock prices were hammered. This quarter, stocks are off to one of their best
starts in a decade as risk assets roared higher. Since last summer, Mr. Market’s mood swings have put investors on a roller-coaster ride, and not
one for the faint of heart.
Our job is to take advantage of these swings in emotion. As you would expect, we have actively reshaped the portfolio throughout this
extended market turmoil. Portfolio turnover for the fiscal year was 32%, well above the prior two years. During the quarter, we sold TwentyFirst Century Fox as the stock approached our value estimate, before the Disney deal closed. We also reversed course and eliminated Mohawk
Industries and Allergan at losses. We simply paid too much for these companies, primarily because we overestimated parts of both businesses.
While the stocks trade at low valuations, their growth and durability outlooks are too opaque for our taste, so we sold them. We added
JPMorgan Chase, a global financial services leader with several dominant franchises across business lines. We were able to purchase shares
at an estimated price-to-value cheaper than the rest of the Fund’s portfolio. We also materially increased our positions in Booking Holdings,
CarMax, Liberty Sirius XM Group and TransDigm Group at attractive prices.
Top contributors for the fiscal year were Visa and Mastercard (payment networks), TransDigm Group (aircraft components) and Thermo Fisher
Scientific (life science tools and diagnostics). Visa and Mastercard posted strong results with robust underlying business-value growth. We have
happily maintained large core positions at fair prices in these competitively advantaged payment card networks. TransDigm Group delivered
solid revenue and cash flow results. We expect the recently closed Esterline Technologies acquisition to add another growth engine to the
story. Thermo Fisher continues to pair strong operating results with savvy capital allocation. This durable compounder is gaining share within
profitable, growing markets, leading to persistent, double-digit earnings growth.
Liberty Global (European broadband) and a trio of subsequently sold positions (Mohawk Industries, DXC Technologies and Allergan) were the
largest detractors for the fiscal year. While Liberty Global’s operating results remain mixed, the announced sale of its troubled Swiss business, at
an attractive price, was yet another strategic positive. We continue to think the stock is undervalued, perhaps materially so if the pending sale
of German and Eastern European assets to Vodafone Group is approved and closed this year. We “cleared the decks” with the sales mentioned
above, as we were able to make several quality upgrades at reasonable prices due to increased market volatility. While remaining disciplined
on valuation, we have tried to better follow Peter Lynch’s famous advice to avoid “cutting the flowers and watering the weeds” within the
portfolio.
A rundown of the Fund’s top and bottom first quarter contributors is shown in the
table on the following page. As always, we encourage investors to focus on longerterm results. Since adopting its large-company mandate on June 30, 2008, the Fund’s
Institutional Class has generated average annual returns of +8.65% compared to
+10.00% for the Russell 1000. While our large-cap stock picking has been quite good,
average cash levels over this 10-year period of nearly 18% tamped down realized
returns.

It was a good quarter. We look forward
to an interesting year and hope to build
on the first quarter’s results.
Click to Read Value Matters: 1Q19 Letter to Investors

Our primary value add for investors is stock picking, period. We have done it well for nearly thirty-six years, and that is how we intend
to generate excess returns going forward. Several process enhancements (quality scoring, discount rate, sell discipline, focus on durability)
have given us the tools to invest effectively in better businesses. The Fund has become more fully invested, on our terms, patiently and without
compromising on valuation. Now, investors should expect cash levels as a percentage of net assets in the single digits going forward. We expect
cash levels to remain below 5% of net assets under a broad range of market conditions.
Your portfolio is focused, more fully invested and well aligned with our vision for successful large-cap investing. We have ownership stakes in
26 companies, with the top ten representing nearly half of the portfolio. Each position is significant enough to matter, yet none can individually
make or break our results. The collection trades at less than 90% of our value estimate, offering adequate return potential from both value
growth and by closing the gap between price and value. We think the three-to-five-year outlook is bright, and we look forward to reporting
on the Fund’s progress throughout the year. Thank you once again for your investment and continued confidence in Weitz and our large-cap
strategy.
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Value Fund Commentary For period ended March 31, 2019

Quarterly Top Performers (%)
Liberty Broadband Corp.-Series C
Facebook, Inc.-Class A
Laboratory Corp. of America Holdings
Mastercard Inc.-Class A
Oracle Corp.

Return
27.36
27.16
21.07
25.02
19.43

Average Weight
7.30
3.84
4.82
4.00
4.27

Contribution
1.93
0.99
0.98
0.95
0.88

Quarterly Bottom Performers (%)
Berkshire Hathaway Inc.-Class B
JPMorgan Chase & Co.

Return
-1.61
4.55

Average Weight
7.24
0.79

Contribution
-0.15
-0.07

Contributions to performance are based on actual daily holdings. Securities may have been bought or sold during the quarter. Return shown
is the actual quarterly return of the security or combination of share classes. Source for return shown is FactSet Portfolio Analytics.

Performance data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. The investment return and the principal
value of an investment in the Fund will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost.
Current performance may be higher or lower than the performance data quoted. Performance data current to the most recent month end may
be obtained at weitzinvestments.com.
Average annual total returns for the Fund’s Institutional and Investor Class for the one-, five- and ten-year periods ended March 31, 2019, were
9.32%, 6.01%, 13.92% and 9.04%, 5.79%, 13.81%, respectively. Returns assume reinvestment of dividends and redemption at the end of each
period, and reflect the deduction of annual operating expenses, which as stated in the most recent Prospectus are 1.09% (gross) and 1.22%
of the Fund’s Institutional and Investor Class net assets, respectively. Returns also include fee waivers and/or expense reimbursements, if any;
total returns would have been lower had there been no waivers or reimbursements. The Investment Adviser has agreed in writing to waive its
fees and reimburse certain expenses (excluding taxes, interest, brokerage costs, acquired fund fees and expenses and extraordinary expenses) to
limit the total annual fund operating expenses for Institutional Class shares and Investor Class shares to 0.99% and 1.30%, respectively, of each
Class’s average daily net assets through July 31, 2019.
Institutional Class shares became available for sale on July 31, 2014. For performance prior to that date, returns include the actual performance
of the Fund’s Investor Class (and use the actual expenses of the Fund’s Investor Class), without adjustment. For any such period of time, the
performance of the Fund’s Institutional Class would have been similar to the performance of the Fund’s Investor Class, because the shares of
both classes are invested in the same portfolio of securities, but the classes bear different expenses.
Average annual total returns for the S&P 500 and the Russell 1000 indices for the one-, five- and ten-year periods ended March 31, 2019,
were 9.50%, 10.91%, 15.92% and 9.30%, 10.63%, 16.05%, respectively. Index performance is hypothetical and is shown for illustrative
purposes only. Comparative returns are the average returns for the applicable period of the reflected indices. The S&P 500® is an unmanaged
index consisting of 500 companies generally representative of the market for the stocks of large-size U.S. companies. The Russell 1000®
Index measures the performance of the large-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. It is a subset of the Russell 3000® Index and includes
approximately 1,000 of the largest securities based on a combination of their market cap and current index membership. Russell Investment
Group is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indices. Russell® is the trademark of
Russell Investment Group.
As of March 31, 2019: Berkshire Hathaway Inc.-Class B compromised 6.9% of Value Fund’s net assets; Booking Holdings Inc. 4.0%; CarMax,
Inc. 3.9% Facebook, Inc.-Class A 3.9%; JPMorgan Chase & Co. 3.0%; Laboratory Corp. of America Holdings 5.0%; Liberty Broadband Corp.Series C 6.9% Liberty Global plc-Class C 2.8%; Liberty SiriusXM Group-Series C 3.0% Mastercard Inc.-Class A 4.1%; Oracle Corp. 3.3%;
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 3.4%; TransDigm Group, Inc. 3.0%; Visa Inc.-Class A 4.2%. Portfolio composition is subject to change at any time.
Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risk.

Investors should consider carefully the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of the Fund before
investing. The Fund’s Prospectus contains this and other information about the Fund and should be read carefully before
investing. The Prospectus is available from Weitz Investment Management, Inc. Weitz Securities, Inc. is the distributor of
the Weitz Funds.
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